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                                       SOUND SYSTEM

                                            LOUDNESS AND INTENSITY OF SOUND

LOUDNESS 

1) It is subjectie quantty. This means that a sound may be loud for one person and may be faint for 

another person.

2) It cannot be measured as it is just sensaton that can be only felt.

3) Loudness is measured in decibel (dB).

4) Loudness depends upon sensitiity of one's ears.

INTENSITY 

1) It is objectie physical quantty. It means that it doesn't iary person to person.

2) It can be measures as a physical quantty.

3) Intensity of any sound is measured in wats per square meter. (W/m^2)

4) It doesn't depend upon sensitiity of one's ears.

Ambient noise level

In atmospheric sounding and noise pollutonn ambient noise leiel (sometmes called background noise 

leieln reference sound leieln or room noise leiel) is the background sound pressure leiel at a giien 

locatonn normally specifed as a reference leiel to study a new intrusiie sound source.

Ambient sound leiels are ofen measured in order to map sound conditons oier a spatal regime to 

understand their iariaton with locale. In this case the product of the iniestgaton is a sound leiel 

contour map. Alternatiely ambient noise leiels may be measured to proiide a reference point for 



  

analyzing an intrusiie sound to a giien eniironment. For examplen sometmes aircraf noise is studied by

measuring ambient sound without presence of any oierfightsn and then studying the noise additon by 

measurement or computer simulaton of oierfight eients. Or roadway noise is measured as ambient 

soundn prior to introducing a hypothetcal noise barrier intended to reduce that ambient noise leiel.

Ambient noise leiel is measured with a sound leiel meter. It is usually measured in dB relatie to a 

reference pressure of 0.00002 Pan i.e.n 20 μPa (micropascals) in SI units. A pascal is a newton per square 

meter. The centmeter-gram-second system of unitsn the reference sound pressure for measuring 

ambient noise leiel is 0.0002 dyn/cm2. Most frequently ambient noise leiels are measured using a 

frequency weightng fltern the most common being the A-weightng scalen such that resultng 

measurements are denoted dB(A)n or decibels on the A-weightng scale.


